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“NLSQL is a Business Intelligence software solution, that empowers clinicians with 
intuitive search to poorly-accessible data, leading to make faster and more accurate 
clinical decisions, particularly for more complex patients with multiple concurrent 
chronic conditions following emergency admissions. 
Using NLSQL key stakeholders can detect where to focus 
resources to bring the best patients outcome”
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“Medical Business Intelligence” is the first specialized interface between medical 
staff and databases. Doctors and nursing staff can intuitively extract relevant 
information from the generated data using a chat interface (known from “Whatsapp” 
or similar chat systems) without learning complex syntax. Through Natural Language 
Processing NLSQL Healthcare BI understands the relationships and connections in 
spoken and written natural language.”
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Google-like search for 
Intensive Care Unit data 

Why NLSQL?
NLSQL software empowers clinicians with intuitive real-time search for poorly-accessible clinical 
data to inform and speed clinical decisions with significant benefits for healthcare. Anyone can 
request granularity reports and data visualisations using only natural language requests. 

Simple Precise Secure Compatible

Easy as
Google search

Up to 100% accuracy.
Best rate in class.

No sensitive data 
transfer outside

Fits existing IT 
environment

What do we need?
NLSQL is looking to collaborate with a hospital or other healthcare provider with a view to 
validating our software using partner’s clinical data ahead of the launch of our commercial 
product.
We are open for potential collaboration and investment opportunities.

Ongoing projects:

NLSQL has received a funding from German authority to develop a 
medical data search tool in the Aachen hospital. Prototype available on 
healthcare.nlsql.com

NLSQL has started collaboration with University College London – a 
major public research university to develop an AI search software for 
healthcare sector in UK.
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P4 Precision Medicine Acceleration program.
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